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NETWORKING IN THE ART WORLD  
 
Define “Art World”  Collectors, curators, writers, publishers, buyers, artists, dealers, patrons, designers, and other artists. 
 
Define “Networking” Interconnecting, relationship building, dovetailing, matching, asking for help, asking for suggestions, making needs 
known, offering a contribution, making a difference, creating a system of crossing or connected elements, strength in numbers. 
  
Tools    Attitude        Agenda/Purpose/Goals 
appointment calendar   Don’t wear your pajamas in public                 State what you are out for 
website    Never confess to insecurities, save them for private venues          Collect your fans one at a time 
mailing list   I just enjoyed_________. Begin with passions.          they add up 
address file   Parties: How do you know___________?   Linger at events, the gold is on the detour 
smart phone   Be ready for standard questions     Studio visits in both directions 
guest books    What do you do?      Context yourself, I am a painter 
index cards    What is your work like?      Expand your definition of where your art  
black clips     Where can I see more?              could be placed, shown or sold 
pens    Answer ALL phone calls/messages    Expand your definition of who may want 
business/post cards  Always say thank you promptly, strike while the iron is hot                   to know you and what you do 
plastic sleeves   Good manners, civility, decorum    Create an “A” list of people and places 
blog    Ask for cards       Be a farmer, scatter extra seeds for yield 
resume    Offer cards       Don’t fall off the edge of the planet, 
reviews    Follow through, consistency of availability                      tickle yearly, minimum 
installation shots  Don’t peel the whole onion at once    Take notes on names, places and ideas before  
digital files   Short one-liners, leave space for curiosity and           they evaporate 
master file of art inventory questions, keep the Ping-Pong lively    Rescue the said from the saying of it  
catalogues   No hiding, put it out there, go out there, hold events    
paper trail   Thread it together and it is your “net”       

  Body language, make eye contact, be open            
    Use interview techniques 
     How did you start__________? 
     What brought you to________? 
     Tell me more about that? 
     How did you find out about________? 
    Be your biggest self in a fully inflated life raft 
    Say “refresh my memory” when stuck 
    Don’t let others intimidate, ask ” so what is your point?” 


